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ThP term 'classical Japanese' is more cO!MIOn among philologists and other 
scholars of the pre-modern Japanese textual tradition than WllOng historical 
1inguists. It refers in a general way to the language found in texts of the 
Heian period, which extended some four hundred years, from the late eighth 
century to the late twelfth. The period is named after the emperor's capital 
city, Hei-a,1, or 'Tranquil Peace' (present-day Kyoto). The city was the cen-
ter of a courtly society that had reeently begun to feel confident of itself, 
as China's peer when it ea.me to courtly ac:compl ishrnents, in particular in mat-
ters artisti,, and literary. Most of the examples employed in this are 
from the heart of this period, the tenth, eleventh and twelfth ce·m.uz·,e:,; 
times which sas; the first flowering of the native poetic and narrative tradi-
tions. The language of these years is variously documented, in the forni of 
se,·eral imperially commissioned anthologies of poetry and in a number of fic-
tional romances, the longest and most famous of which, 'The Tale of Gen.ii,' 
runs to six volumes in its modern annotated edition. It also served as the 
basis of the hTitten or 'literary language,' i,rhich \.11'\S ueed wictely until the 
end of \.,:orld \.;ar II. 
The title also makes mention of 'concatenation,' which as I hope to show, 
,.,,as by this time largely reduced to derivational morphology, and took lhe form 
of inflecting suffixes. Although I am not going lo focus on these derivations 
in diachronic ''""q""'"'t I will suggest in passing why it is that they seem 
to comprise a example of Talmy Givon's dictum that Yesterday's syntax is 
today's morphology.' A number of the structural principles displayed in the 
rich deri vat.i onal morphology of this language show strong and interesting 
rPsemblances to principles that inforni lhe stucture of more properly serial 
constructions in languages such as Lahu !as described in, e.g., Matisoff 1969) 
or even English. 
A brief survey of the combinatory potential of lexical bases (verbs, 
adjectives) and the various optional suffixes that comprised predicators in 
this language reveals that while the lexical bases can also be used alone as 
independent verbs, this is not true of the suffixes. lliachronically, the 
derivational morphology seems to have emerged as concatenations of separate 
,,erbs gr"1111Uatical i zed into strings of sequenced suffixes, and the initial 
syl !able of all but the initial verb was in almost all cases reduced to zero, 
so that the derivational suffixes of the attested language are actually 
'decapitated' verbs-turned-bound morphemes. Nevertheless, this array of suf-
fixes, which serve to express valency shift, voice, aspectual shift, and vari-
ous kinds of modality, retains many features that have been associated with 
serial verb constructions. 1,i1at I should like to do is to describe the system 
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of predicator suffixes in enough detail to suggest that the roots of this lan-
g,;age's derivationally expressed system of voice and aspect -- if not modality 
may well have been serial in form. 
The derivations of predicate morphology in classical Japanese can be 
described as a set of inflecting suffixes, which attach to various inflected 
forms of the string they mocjj fy. A string consisted minimally of a lexical 
base, and up to four optional inflectin_g suffixes. My treatment will of 
necessity be selective, and limited to such features of the concatenation as 
are necessary to depict essential parameters. In the discussion to fo] lm-.i, I 
will refer to lexic,al bases and inflecting suffixes in terms of syllabic seg-
ments, which in the Japanese language of this time were of the shape (C)V. 
While a case can be made for a morphophonemic analysis that describes the lan-
guage's \·erbs in terms of two main cla..~ses, \·iz. vowel-stem and consonant-st.em 
(depending on the final segment of each), my transcription will follow the 
prosodic structure reflected in the Japanese orthography, for purposes of 
simplic,ity. This will make little difference for the discussion at hand, 
which will focus more on morphotactics than on morphophonemics. 
There are two suffixes which mark shift in the valency of the predicate 
in classic,al Japanese. One of them, -[sajsu, is basically causative, and adds 
an argument to the predicate structure; the other, -~l.D!, is at bottom a 
kind of middle voice, and indicates that the event represented occurs without 
any kind of volitional insti~ation, in a spontaneous manner. Each, however, 
has its extended uses, such as subject honorification, JX)tentiality, and pa.s-
sivization. In order to indicate a property that the notions of causation and 
middle voice share with two kinds of perfective aspect -1-'e!!J.':'~ and -~"!' 
will also be referred to respectively with the tenns 'exoactive,' that is, 
externally instigated, and 'endoactive,' or internally initiated. Although I 
shall not argue the point here, I believe that t.he extended meanings of 
honorific, potential, and passive can be explained with reference to the 
transitiYity, or valency, structures of these two suffixes, and so 1 take the 
notions causation and middle voice to be at the heart of what they mean. In 
terms of transitivity structure, -{sa]~ and -[ra]ru represent, respectively, 
high and low transitivity, in the sense of Hopper and Thompson 1980: a causa-
tive involves an agent acting volitionally u1xm an ob,ject, with the rPsul t 
that some change is effected in it; the middle voice, by contrast, involves 
but a single argtunent, which undergoes some change as a result of an event 
that has no volitional, causing agent. These two suffixes thus provide 
derivational resources for ma.king highly transitive predicates out of 
intransitive onPs, and vice-versa. Furthermore, their binary difference in 
faet mirrors the most. regularly developed distinction in the world of the 
Japanese verb: volitional transitive vs. non-volitional intransitive. Doth 
earlier stages of Japanese and the present-day language feature several very 
large classes of paired verbs, one member of which is canonically transitive 
and the other of which is intransitive. Some examples of these paired verbs, 
which share the same root, are given below. 
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PAIRED TRANS1TIV~/l~]'RANSITIVE VERBS (a sampler) 
akasu 'spend [the night}' madofasu 'confuse I.him)' sagaru 'it lowers' 
aku 'day dawns' madofu 'become confused' sa.gu 'lower it' 
nasu tmake X' utsusu 'move it' toosu 'Jet pass' 
naru 'become :X' utsuru 'it moves' tooru 'pass through' 
kawakasu 'dry it' chirasu 'scatter it' morasu 'let leak' 
kawaku 'it dries' chiru 'it s~.atters' moru 'it leaks' 
These verbs typically fall out at the high and low ends of Hopper and Thomp-
son's transitivity scale. The two suffixes to he examined, then -- causative 
-1".1!1?~ and middle voice -l!'§.1.!'.'c' -- eontinue the same expressive options that 
arf'! so hil!hly developed in the lexical elasses of the paired transitive and 
intra.nsit.ive verbs .. 
The use of these suffixes is illustrated in examples (1) and (2) below. 
The capitalized segments represent the suffix under discussion. Parenthesized 
c,apital letters to the right of each example are abbreviations to indicate the 
text from which the example was taken.• 
( 1 l me no onna ni azuke-te yashinawa-Su. ( Ill I. 
wife I.«; place-PF rear-CAUS 
'Leaving [the girl] with his wife, he had her bring [herl up.' 
(2) isogi ma.ira-SE-te (Q!:!) 
hurrying go-CAUS-PF 
'Having sent [himl in a hurry, .• 
(3) kaera-SE-tamai-nu 
return-CAIJS-(f)-PF 
'[He 1 sent [him) home.' 
In the first example, there are two clauses, one ending in the nonconclusive 
infinitive -!& of a perfective suffix (an allomorph of the suffix -g;~l. 3 
This indicates that the action of placing the girl has been realized, The 
following, ma.in predicate of this sentence indicates that the temporally sub-
sequent act of 'bringing up' was imposed upon the wife. The causative element 
is the capitalized suffix-!!!,!, which is here used in its unmarked finite form, 
signalling the mention of new, or unpresuP!X)sed, informa.tion, The causee, the 
wife, is ma.rked as the indirect object with the general locative particle !'l. 
'1n, on, at.' The causing agent, this woman's husband, is the topic of this 
stretch of the narrative, and is consequently urunent.i.oned in this sentence. 
Note that both the lexical bases and the attached suffixes of these two predi-
cates occur in form.s that are members of an inflectional paradigm. In example 
( 1), both the base azuk~ and the perfective suffix -!& of azuke-te occur in 
infinitival form; the exoactive -su is bound to the nonfinite ba.se l'.!!:!!hJnawa=, 
and is itself inflected, again, i;;-the tJ1111larked finite.• 
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In example ( 2 i, we have the same exoacti ve suffix, but this time it 
occurs in it.s infinitive fonn, -,e;e, and is followed by the perfective infini-
tive -te. Selectional restrictions are such that the valency suffixes and the 
perfective suffixes attach to different inflected forms: the former fuses to 
a fonn of its lexical base that never occurs alone, while the latter attaches 
to the infinitive, In both cases, however, the base is non-finite. 
Example (3i shows a concatenation of the verb base causative 
infinitive -se, sub,ject honorific , also in its and the 
unmarked finite inflection of -nu. I will distinguish between the 
ti,!() perfective suffixes of "'"~'""" Japanese, ~ts)cl and -nu, when we take up 
the aspectual suffixes. (The up;,iard-pointing arro"' under is meant to 
indicate the 'looking up to' the referent that is implicit use of this 
honorific by the speaker.) 
The next examples, {4) through (61, show the other valence/voice suffix, 
endoactlve -[ra)ru, at work. 
(~) Fude o tore-ba mono kaka-RU I '.I:(;') 
brush ACC take-COND thin;(s write-MID 
'When I take up my brush, things just write themselves.' 
( 5 i Yuki ka to nom.i. zo ayamata-RE-keru (KKSi 
snow DI QUOT only ID mistake-MID-FACT;, 
'I took [the blossoms! to be, of all things, snow.' 
(6) Yorozu ni oboshi-tsuzuke-RARE-te (Qt!) 
many lJ.X' thinkitl-oontinue-MID-PF 
'Unable to stop thinking of the many [things on his mind], 
In the sentence that comprises example ( 4 i, the final predicate k_aka-ru 
'gets written' consists of a transitive verb that has been transformed into an 
intransitive one, by means of the endoaetive suffix. The suffix appears here 
in its unmarked finite form, with the usual meaniru:( of 'ne"' information estab-
lished,' 
Example (5) shows the same endoaotive suffix in its infinitive form, 
attaehed to the lexical base '"""'"'1·.a- to yield ayamata7re, which is followed 
in turn by the modal suffix es,r,e,oi,um,~ fact, here in its marked finite 
fonn, -keru. The effect here, as context suggests, is that the speaker did so 
unintentionally: this perception of blossoms as snow -- conventional to 
poetry of the period -- 'just happened,' despite himself. 
In example (6), \.le have the compotmd lexical base Ql:)Q§'!!;J:...!,fil!fil!!i.!'.: a verb 
which by itself denotes volitional continuation. It is 
endoactive valenc:,· suffix to indicate that in this case, the thinker is not 
aC'tin;( volitionally. 
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Desp.ite their antonymy, the two valency/voice converters -Lsajsu and 
-[ra)ru did in fact oc'cur to¢ether, SUC'h combinations most likely evolved 
from strings like that in example (7), where the word kokoro-ogori 'heart-
pride' (a compound noun of the fonn /noun+ verbal infinitive/) combines with 
the light verb §ll 'do, make' (here in pretextual base ~). 
(7) Ware-na,li!ara kokoro-oJtori se-rare-shi (~) 
I-despite heart-pride make-MID-FACT, 
'My heart was filled with pride, despite myself.' 
The light verb creates a verbal structure, to which ~~ro-ogori 'heart-pride' 
provides the lexical content; the attached suffix of middle voice ::rare indi-
cates that this occurrence of 'heart-pride' was not volitional. The source of 
the endoactive -lr1:1Jr11, by the way, is generally assumed to be the unmarked 
verb for 'be.' With respect to the middle, the order of the light verb su in 
this example is just the same as it would be if instead of the noun koko;;-
~.i we had a non-finite verbal base, and the following 'ell functioned as a 
suffix: ogora-se-rare- 'was made to feel proud'. It is generally agreed that 
this verb ~y, in fact, is the source of the exoactive valency suffix. 
Let us no" review the morphotactics illustrated in examples (21, (3), 
(5), (6), and (7). In each case, ::[sa]s11 or -[ra]ru is embedded inside 
another suffix. The suffix that follows on the outside expresses, respec-
tively, an aspectual meaning (perfective -te, as in numbers [21 and [6J), 
politeness (tamai in n1.nnber [3]), or one of the two varieties of established 
fact (numbers [5] and [7)). Example (3) is interesting for the morphotactics 
evident there: the order of formative elements is apparently first, lexical 
base; second, a valency/voice suffix; third, a polite verb; and fourth, per-
fective. It would seem that when a verb is marked for valency/voice conver-
sion and also politeness, aspect or modality, the valency/voice suffixes will 
in every case attach adjacent to the base, that is, come in a position closer 
to the verbal head. Example (3) also sup;gests that while politeness suffixes 
do not attach to the lexical base before those of valency/voice, they do 
attach at a point closer than suffixes expressing aspect: -tamai follows -se, 
but precedes -nu. The base is invariably non-finite, whether it is simply 
lexical or lexical plus suffixe(s). 
With this much of the picture sketched in, let us turn next to those suf-
fixes that express perfectivity, and consider their place in this linear 
scheme. For this, we need to examine examples (81 through (15), which folow: 
(8) Jin no to ni hikisute-TSU. (t!,'.1) 
,(Uardhouse GEN outside lOC drag-discard-PF 
'They discarded (the dead dog] outside the guardhouse.' 
(9) Soko ni hi o kurashi-TSU. (t!,'.1) 
there IJX day ACC spend-PF 
'[We I spPnt the day there.' 
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(10) Ika de kiki-tamai-TS\J-ramu. (~) 
how being hear-(+l-PF-0'.)NJ;; 
'How could [he] have heard/found out?' 
(11) Sari to mo goranji-TE-mu 
that way QU(1l' even look(t)-PF-0'.)NJ; 
'That's just how he may see it.' 
(12) Haya fune ni nore. hi mo kure-NU. 
fast boat UX:: board sun even darken-PF 
'Get in the boat quickly. The sun'll be setting.' 
(13) Hisashi[k]u nari-NURE-ba, (Qt!) 
long time become-PF-{X)l\j1J 
'A long time having passed, 
( 14) Yatsuhashi to iu tokoro ni itari-NU. (1!1) 
p.n. QlXYf call place ux:: reach-PF .'They reached a place called Eight Bridges. 
( 15) Fune kozori-te naki-Nl-keri 
boat gather-PF cry-PF-FACT; ; 
'Everyone in the boat started weeping.' 
As with the lexical classes of paired transitive and intransitive verbs 
and the valency/voice converters -[sa]su and -[ra]ru, the options for e,q,ress-
ing perfective aspect in classical Japanese also seem to distinguish between 
volitionally realized action on the one hand, and non-volitional realization, 
on the other. Examples (8) through ( l1) illustrate several inflected fonns of 
the perfective suffix ~tsu, which until the eleventh century or so was 
preferred in a clear majority of cases when an affinnative, trans]tive predi-
cate was marked for simple realization. (Cf. Ono et al. 1974: 1432 ff.) 
Marking aspectual realization of volitionally instigated events was not the 
only meaning served by =-tsu, but it looks to have been the prototypical one, 
from which all other uses can be explained as increasingly abstract exten-
sions. We can follow the distinction we drew for valency/voice conversions, 
and call it the 'exoactive perfective,' to indicate that the realization it 
indicates is prototypically imposed by a volitional agent, from 'without.' 
Example (8) features a highly transitive verb as the lexical base, and it 
is further specified with the unmarked finite of exoactive perfective -tsu, 
which gives us a simple declarative sentence. In example (9), we have a 
statement that the writer 'spent' a 'day' somewhere: the lexical base 
kurashi= is not as transitive a verb as that in the preceding example, but it 
is volitional, at least, and transitive nonetheless. The following -tsu is 
again in its basic finite inflection. The next example, (10), shows the same 
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exoa.ctlve perfective ::.t.fill, but this time in non-final position. Note that it 
come!! after the infinitive t.amai of the honorific verb tamau, and before the 
modal suffix of conjecture,-- The statement is thus-a conjecture about 
how an honored person might got access to some information. Kiku cannot 
be said to be as transitive a ver·b as those in examples (8) and !9); it lllliY be 
that in !10), the suffix itself implicates some effort on the part of the 
referent in 'finding out.' Of greater interest in this example, however, is 
the order of the suffixes. There is no valency/voice suffix, but after the 
lexica.l base, w<o have in order: ll po.liteness, in 2) exoactive perfec-
tivity, in -tsu; and 3) conjecture on the part of speaker about this real-
ized heari~;;_,, llllirked with the final ::-raJ1lt!, 
Example (11) shows exoactive perfective ::-_t'fill in its infinitive form-te, 
attached to the infinitive of the lexical base, as in previous cases. Again, 
a modal suffix follows an aspectual one. The modal this time too has to do 
with conjecture, but indicates that. the guess,>d-at situation is closer to the 
speaker than the one examined in the previous example. This more proximate 
conjectural suffix, ::-l'l\l, attaches not to the preceding perfective's unmarked 
finite, ::tsu (as the distal conjectural :t~llJ does, in example [IOI), but to 
its infinitive, -te, To the extent that the unmarked finite inflection -tsu 
is used to predicate indicatin, matrix clauses, and to the extent that infini-
tives like -te are not so used,• the bond of the modal -mu can be said to be a 
tighter one;·making it more of a piece with what preced~it than is the bond 
of the suffix The less finite the base, the tighter the l:ond with the 
follD"ing Conversely, the more finite that base is, the more inde-
pendent it is from what attaches to it, and the looser the bond between them, 
Kxamples (12) through (15) illustrate another perfo•ctive suffix, which, 
continuing to draw the parallel with the valency/voice options, we can call 
eridrne!.ivf' pPrfective .:-nu, This suffix complements the exoactive ::-lS.lJ in that 
it is found predominantly with intransitive, non-volitional predicates, and 
appears to have expressed a kind of realization that was not caused, but 
rather .iust 'happened.' In example ( 12), it is used of future time, spoken by 
a ferrymaster in warning to his dallying passengers. The sun's setting, of 
course, is a non-volitional event, as is the predicate hisashilkju nari 
'become a long time' in sentence (13), Jn example 114), the intransitive and 
non-,·olitional verb i Ui.t:l,J ,x,curs in its infini live, !:!.!J simply indicates that 
the arrival ex.pressed with t.his infinitive is realized. in a similar way, 
i.e., without causation. Incidentally, neither -ts_tJ nor -nu necessarily 
indexes an event with respect to another time, although each does have exten-
sions that amount to a kind of epistemic confirllllilion and a kind of 'high evi-
dence,' or proxillllite, past tense. Depending on the discourse frame, sentence 
(14) could be interpreted as i111MJ1ent !future) realization, as we saw in exam-
ple (12). It seems clear that-~ is basically aspectual. 
Example (15) describes an event with an intransitive lexical base, ~.i 
(infinitive of the verb naku), which is sometimes used to describe volitional 
acts (e.g., when suffixed with -tashi 'want to') and sometimes not. The use 
of endoactive perfective -nu, here in its infinitive form -ni-, underlines the 
non-volitional nature of the weepil1Ji( on this occasion, when a poem composed on 
the spot moved them so that they could not help but shed tears. Here, as with 
-j:e- in example {11), the suffix itself seems to sway the interpretation of 
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the verb in its own direction, in this case, the non-volitional endoact1ve 
one. The final suffix on this predicate is the modal of externally or objec-
tively established fact, -ketl., used in its unmarked predicative form.' 
None of the examples in the aspectual group of numbers (8 )through (15) 
violates the morphotactic pattern we est.ablished with the first seven Pxrun-
ples. To revi51 that ordering, it isl) lexical base, then 2) valency/voice, 
3) politeness, 4) aspect and, la.st, 5) modality. Furthennore, each suffix 
inflects in a pattern that matches a major verb inflect.ion paradigm. This 
inflectional similarity with verb paradigms is striking, and constitutes evi-
dence for the verbal origins of these suffixes. The inflectional paradigms of 
some suffixes are regular, while others are deficient in certain categories. 
The deficiera,ies, it seems, are understandable on the basis of semantic fac-
tors. Chart I shows just how closely some of the suffixes match the inflec-
tional paradigms for verbs. 
Y~.fj'.)_~~ valencv/voice suffix EXO 
1. pretextual base sa- (sa)se-
2. unmarked infinitive shi (sa)se 
3. unmarked finite SU (sa)su 
4. marked infinitive sure (salsure 
5. me.rked finite suru (sa)suru 
verb..~ate' yalencv/voice su.ffl1,__m,J.IX) 
1. pretextual base wakare- (ralre-
2. unmarked infinitive wakare (ralre 
3. unmarked finite ,"8karu ( ra) ru 
4. marked infinitive wakarure (ra)rure 
5. marked finite wakaruru ( ra l ruru 
verb . ..'..giscard: Exoactive Perfective suffix 
1. pretextual base ute- te-
2. unmarked infinithe ute te 
3. uomarked finite utsu tsu 
4. me.rked infinlliv<> utsure tsure 
5. ..,_rked finite utsuru tsuru 
End011Ct i ve Perfective suff'ix 
1. pretexlual base na-
2. unmarked infinitive ni 
3. unmarked finite shinu nu 
~ . ..,_rked infinitive shinure nure 
5. marked fin, te shinuru nuru 
SUlll!larY of inflectional functions 
!. pretextual base NBJ11es; morphotactic only; never occurs free. 
2. uomarked infinitive Names; has textual fuoctions; occurs alone. 
3. uomarked finite Names; enters information as (newl text. 
4. marked infinitive Names and refers to information as given. 
5, ..,_rked finite Names, refers;, enters infonnation as text. 
shini 
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Al 1 nf thE' above paradigm.<s are for both the ex-runple verbs and 
for the suffi;\eS. As I mentioned the valency/voice conv~rsion suf-
fixes and =lr~l!:.u are believed grown out of what was the 
appl the role of serial verb 'do, make' and ari 'be, respec-
Lively. Similarly, exoactive and endoactive perfective 
would seem to have originated a ication of the verbs 
card' and 'depart,' respectively. is the case, all of verbs 
losl their syllable as their relation to the precedim( base grammatic-..al-
ized: lost",, uts',! lost its initial ',!, and inu, its initial!• This 
reduction quite consonant with what we know about subordinate elements when 
the:,, are .iu.,Laposed to their heads: the nuclear element retains its form, 
while the satellite's fonn ls reduced at the point of contact. The principle 
is an iconic one, in that 'h'here meanings are joined, structures are joined. 
with the 1f'sser adapting to the major.• The head in this case is the semant.ie 
head, i.e., the morphological base, and not the superordinate syntactice one, 
which comes last in the string and determines the grammatical category of the 
expression as a who J,- • • Once this has happc•ned, it SE'ems c 1 ear that we are no 
longer dealing with serial verbs, but with their grammaticalized descendants, 
derivational suffixes. 
It has been mentioned that not all suffixes show complete inflectional 
paradigms, and that this is generally understandable on semantic and/or func-
tional grounds. Some of the modal suffixes cited in sentences (1) through 
(15), for are lacking pretextual bases and infinitives. The con-
jectural -mu and -ramu lack a pretextual base, which is to say that 
they play no roles·i~ the larger strue'tures that are built on that base, such 
as valency/voice conversion, conditionals, or negation. Nor do they partici-
pate in the eiqoression of any derivations that take the infinitive as base, 
such as politeness, perfective aspect., or the modality of established fact. 
Actually, none of these meanings or functions matches very well with the mean-
ing and function of -mu and -ramu, i.e., with con,jecture or guessing about 
situations respect.iv;;,i;; near or removed from the speaker. The absence of 
unmarked infinitives in the paradigms of the modals of established fact, ~..!i.l 
and its derivative :-.keri, would seP.m to be for similar reasons. 
At. this point, we are ready to sunvnarize the virtual structure of the 
concatenative strings we have been looking at, with an eye to the sequence of 
suffixes, from lf'xical base out to the periphery. Most possible suffixal 
options and their sequencing a.re sUIIYllarized in Chart II, presented below. 
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CHART JJ 
(X)IICA'J'ENATIVE SllFFIJ(ES SUltlARY: 
(/=an inflectional 
1 + /2 + /3 + /4 + 
/lex. base/ valency / politeness / aspect 
Endo- Endo- up--down, Endo-
E:xo- E:xo- apart Exo-
active active perfective; 
perfect 
inner derivational suffixes 
THE REPRESFNI'ED S1TU.4T10N 
realm of the talked-about 
Ordering of Suffixes. 
interface) 
/5 + /6 // 
/ modality, / moda.li ty' // 
Est'd Fact like-
I 'pa.st tense'); lihood 
conjecture 
negation 
outer derivational suffixes 
l'DDALIT'i 
realm of the talkers, 
their beliefs, attitudes, 
etc. 
CONCATENATIVE SUFFIXES .. SU1t1ARY:. 
E'<amples of the f'orms that 
lex. base /valency/ politeness/ aspect 
hanaru -lra]ru -tamau -nu 
hanasU -[saJsu -t.a.mau ii -tsu 
-[a]ri 
-tari 
inner derivational suffixes 
Ordering~of Suffixes 
fi.11 the slots 
modality, / modality, 
-ki -mu -zu -ramu 




outer deri va ti onal suffixes 
Canonic.al Ordering of Mor[Xlological l''1arking on Verbs 
{tendencies across 50 lan!!UB.<!es: B,\'bee 1985) 
lex. base+ valency + directional tense + mood + 
(FAG!' InonfactualIn above scheme, (politeness) 
modality) modality)corresponds to: 
A predicate string in the Japanese of this period could be suffixed with 
up to five suffixes, which are here represented in the numbers between the 
slashes. It is useful to think of each of these as a separate la,ver, since 
each suffix has scope over those that precede it, such that valency conversion 








has over the lexical base, politeness has scope oner both the lexical 
base whatpver· valency suffix is attached to it, and aspect has over 
all of thPse. I haYe listed two kinds of modality, one each in layers and 
6; the difference heti.een Uie two is that modals of layer 5 can be applied to 
situations or statPs of affairs that an• evidentially accessible or close to 
the speaker, such as act.ions/he herself c,w, or will be involved in, while 
]ayer 13 is rese1·ved for modals that put the situation at an evidential remove 
from the Every suffixal layer is optional; all you really need for a 
the lexical verb or The respective ordering of the 
layers that follow the is fixRd, unless at some point in the 
dt>rivation the verb ari 'be' is suffixed. This in effect 'restarts' the 
strim(, so that, for example, suffixes from as early as layer 4 can apply over 
a stritU< that includes a modal from layer 6, if only it has been reframed with 
the 'be' verb (e.g., yuku-bek[u]ari-tsu 'will most likely have gone'). The 
'be' verb cnn be suffixed to the base string at any level, all the way out to 
the second modal layer. I have elsewhere ( 1987 l called such 'be' derivation 
•<"'omplex con.jugatinn,' and contrasteci it to 'simplex,; which is what we have 
represeuted here. Adding the 'be' verb seems to create a detached, observed 
perspecti,·e, as if one were saying 'there is' of the string to which it 
attaches, But this takes us beyond the present discussion. 
On the basis of the suffixes' scope, we can think of the continuum 
represented Chart II in terms of two meta-layers, 'inner' and 'outer,' which 
are indicated by the vertical line drawn between aspect and the flrst modah ty 
layer. Immediately fo]lo;;ing the lexical base and extending throu.e:h the layer 
that includes the aspectufll suffixes 1se have the inner suffixes of valency, 
politeness (a kind of social deixisl, and the p<'rfecti,·es. The term 'inner 
suffjxes' makes a useful distinction because up to the aspectual layer, all 
meaning is rPl.,vant to the state or eYent r,epresentPd by the le>.ical base. To 
Halliday's, this is t.hR realm of .idt1at.ional meaning~ 
suffixes,' by contrast, function to assess or comment on whatever 
exnrPssefi with the resources available through layer 4, by, for exam-
as fact, conjecturing, df,nying the likelihood, etc., of that 
information. As suggested earlier, there is a remarkable consistency to be 
observed across th<> la;•ers of the the lexical bas,e and of the suffixes of 
valeTl{'y and such that the basic distinction between transitive and 
intransitive in so many pail'ed lexical verbs is available derivationally 
through level 4, in the form of the exo- and endoactive options for valency 
and for p<->rf<>ctivity. This can be se<"n in the list of forms given in 
the middle ,section of this chart. The two verbs on the left, 
•set free,' set Lhe para-
the valency/voice suf-
pPrfective suffixes, 
The layerinl>( of suffixes can be interpreted as a structural eorrP]ate of 
a hierarch,· of different meanings, each of which appl i<"s over the meanings 
embeddied under it. Functionally speaking, the hierarchical arrangf'ment allows 
components to be mardpulated as a 1,,nole in the course of higher-order opera-
tions. The scheme as a wholf' is diagrrurmatically iconic, in that meanings 
that apply over other me,;,nings stand in superordinate relation to those mean-
ings. As flan Slobin and his associates have taught us, this is a natural kind 
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of order, the order in which similar meanings are near each other, and dis-
similar meanings distant, the order with which children have least trouble 
when learning for the first time to use verbal predicates with multiple parts.· 
Another side to this iconicity is that the more 'given' infonnation comes 
earlier, insofar as every suffix presupposes the string it attaches to. That 
is, every suffix presupposes the lexical base and any other suffixes that 
precede it.. Yet another kind of iconici ty has to do with the degree to which 
a suffix is phoneticall~· fused to its preceding string. I think a case can be 
made for the more inner suffixes, in particular the valency convertors, being 
more tightly fused to the lexical base than any other suffixes are. This is 
because the base to which valency suffixes attach, the pretextual base, only 
occurs subordinate to other structures, and never alone. In contrast to the 
valency suffixes, all suffixes from layers 3 and 4 attach to the infinitive, 
which serves a number of fllllctions, some of them as a free word. There is no 
phonetic fusion between the infinitive base and the suffixes of these layers. 
Among the outer suffixes of layer 5, the modals of established fact 
attach to the infinitive, while the modals of layer 6 attach to the unmarked 
finite form, i.e., to strings that are already marked with sentence-final, 
predicative inflections. Thus, the bond of layer 6 suffixes to their preced-
ing strings is weakest of all. For the most part, then, suffixes that have 
least to do with the ongoing discourse -- valency and irrealis modality --
attach most tightly to the string that precedes them. 
Since Japanese is an SOV language, the superordinate elements come later 
in the linear string. I have not provided a tree diagram, but if we had one, 
it would branch to the left, and the lexical base and its valency suffix would 
be hung from the tips of the lowest branches, and politeness, aspect, 
modality, and then modality, would appear in succesively higher nodes. This 
gives us the interesting consequence that the modal suffix that completes the 
string is the syntactic head, and the lexical base, which all five layers of 
suffixes modify, is syntactically the most subordinate element of the string. 
Morphologically and semantically, the head might be said to be the lexical 
base, but syntactically and for the purposes of placing the string in the 
larger discourse, it must be the final, superordinate suffix that is head. It 
is the superordinate suffix, too, by which the entire string is categorized 
grammatical!~·. 
The last verbal examples, numbers (16), (17), and (18), are about as 
heavy as the layering actually gets on any one verb, that is, three suffixes' 
worth. J have drawn some nested boxes on example (16), in order to show the 
scope of each suffix, which, as the scopes suggest, we can consider as 
operators over what precedes them. 
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( 16) ke rare tari shi 0 
kick MID PRF FACT; HYKJ 
verb base + voice + aspect+ axlality 
--~---~___J I I ------ ----~--==-· _J 
'because [he] ..,,.s kicked, 
(17) kooburi tama.....re- I -ri I -kere-ba 
court cap be bestowed PRF FACT; i-COND 
verb + per- + FACT;, 
base feet 
lexicalized aspect epistemic 
,·erb + middle -1Jal modali t.v 
shift 
'Since [he) had been a..,,.rded his court cap I= rankl, . 
( 18) kurai 0 kaeshi I tatematsuri I te I shi 0 
rank ACC return do (ii) PF FACT; HYKJ 
verb humble perfective Established 
base polite Fact; 
verb social aspectual epistemic 
base deixis shift modali t,>· 
'although [I] had retired from office [lit. returned his rank), 
In (16), (17), and (181, the S)'Iltactic head is the last operator, which has 
the function of fitting the string into the larger context in which it does 
its work. In all three of these examples, that larger context is a matrix 
clause, for which each of these hypotactic clauses provides a reason. All but 
the final suffix/operator, moreover, are in non-finite fonn. In example (16), 
for example, the lexical base ke- is the pretextual base, a non-finite fonn 
that serves as base to valency suffixes and irrealis modality following. The 
endoactjve v·alency suffix -rare thPn occurs in its unmarked infinitive fonn. 
The last operator in this string, established fact =shi, is in its marked 
finite fonn. I have added a displa;· under each example, above the English 
translation, to schematize the significance of the three suffixes in use, 
The structure of the derivational morphology of predicates in classical 
Japanese, then, takes the fonn of an iconi<'..ally motivated (but entirely 
optional) layering of inflecting suffixes, which attach to a lexical base in 
the order 11 valency, 2) politeness, 3) aspect, 4) modality of greater eviden-
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tial proximity, and 5) modalit~· of less evidential proximity. It would appear 
that all of these suffixes originated in full verbs, such as le1J 'do, make' and 
'be' for the valency suffixes and -(ra)ru; tamau 'humbly receive' 
the identical honorific; or 'discard' and inu 'go away' for the 
perfective suffixes -tsu and-'!\! -- to name but a few. (Ag~in, the inflec-
tional paradigms of these suffixes match those of the verbs they are sup-
posedly derived from.) In light of these more or less accepted etymologies, 
not to mention similar precedent in a good many other languages, it seems 
rather likely that the layered, suffixal prediL-ate of classical Japanese is a 
more gra.mmaticalized descendant of an earlier arrangement which was serial in 
structure. We may assume that the linear ordering of the component parts of 
this serial ancestor was the same iconic one that persists through the 
attested classical language we have examined here to the morphotactics of 
predicates in the present day language. The primary difference bPlween the 
serial stage and the layered, suffixal structure attested in the classical 
texts would be the phonolo!(ical reduction that followed the reanalysis of 
.,rst,mile serial verbs as inflecting suffixes; as the above l isl suggests, at 
some point, the serial verbs that followed the lexical base lost their initial 
syllables, as each following verb {the 'satellite,' in Langacker's [19871 
term) merged phonologic-.ally with the base that preceded it, In this way, we 
may surmise, the verb utsu 'discard' eventually yielded the perfective suffix 
'volltionally instigated realization,' a,; the verb inu 'withdraw, go 
,rielded the perfective suffix -'!\! 'nonvolitional realization,' That 
derivalional morphology in classical Japanese is suffixal in form follows 
rather naturally if we assume an earlier serial structure, reanalysis, and, in 
selected environments, phonological merger. The conversion of these v .. rbs 
into suffixes would have played out in a scenario of the sort describPd by 
Giv6n (1988) and others, whereby structural code adjustment follows func-
tional/pragmatic innovation, 
The serial hniothesis makes sense too if we examine the attested classi-
cal predicate for typically serial characteristics. The layered comp.lexes we 
have examined fit all of Sebba's (1987) criteria for serial verbs save the 
stipulation that 'both Vl and V2 must be lexical qerbs, i.e., must be capable 
of appearing as the only verb in a single sentence.' The othf'r criteria --
shared tense and aspect, monoclausality, and no conjunctive interruptions 
are met. Of all of the classical suffixes, only honorific and hum-
ble/distal haberi, which did not undergo phonological merger their 
preceding bases, would meet the 'independence' criterion; the vast majority of 
suffixes would not, for they had lost their initial syllable when functioning 
in concatenative strings of the sort we have examined. The layered suffixal 
predicate also meets three of Sebba's four criteria for 'subordinating' serial 
verb constructions: the 'single action' constraint, a 'strict ordering rela-
tion' among the verbs, and subcategorization constraints imposed by the ini-
tial verb in a string for those that follow 10 it. The 'shared common argu-
ment' applies only when the suffixes are inner operators, i.e., i,hen their 
function is ideational, and the notion of 'argument' is relHvant, as for exam-
ple, with the subject of ka')!'lhi-tama.u ' ( someone honored) will return 
that'. In this sentence, subject of kaeshi (infinitive of transitive 
kaesu 'return'} is also the subject of !,llna',!, Nevertheless, if we look for a 
shared object, it does not emerge: sore is not the object of t-"!f!l!iJ,l 
certainly not in the sense that ii is the object of !taes!)_i. As the nested 
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b.1xes in example ( 16) suggest, each successive suffix applies to the entire 
strin~ (arguments, bases, suffixes) that precedes it, and thus only indirectly 
to the arguments of that injtial lexical base, And the notion of fill 'argu-
ment' is simply not relevant. to a verb/suffix that expresses modal mefilling. 
Only the suffixes of valency filld politeness would seem at all likely to meet 
t,he 'shared are:urnent' cri t.erion; it is not clear how crucial the 'shared argu-
ment' criterion is to serial strings in which the only guaranteed shared argu-
mFnt is a subject, as would have presumably been the case with our 
hypothesi7,ed pre-Japanese predicates. 
Although the layered suffixal strings of classical Japanese predicates 
likewjse fail Noonan's 11985) requirement that the shared argument be fill 
internal argument (e.g., a direct object), they do meet his other four 
criteria for serialization, viz. 1) simple ,ju.xtaposition of the verbs 
involved., 2) close semantic tie/same event, 3) single mood, evidentia.l status, 
and/or polarjty, and 4) jojning of the verbs into a word-like unit. The 
shared internal argument criterion would seem to be one l,.,ra,y of distinguishing 
serial constructions fr()ffi sequences of verbs that constitute a unit of /head+ 
auxiliaries/. Even if we consider the kinds of strinJ4s we have examined 
hypothetic,ally, i.e., in their pre-suffixal, full-verb fonn, then, it is, only 
in a special sense that mort"" 't~han one of th12 component verbs would have shared 
a single internal argument. 
There al'P other wa,'s in which the suffixal strings of classical Japanese 
predicates resemble serial verb constructjons. As [JK)St of the examples we 
have examined suggest, the suffixes att,ach to two kinds of base: finite filld 
non-finite. Inner suffixFs, whlch are primarily of ideational significance, 
attru.:h to non-finite bases, 11 while the outer suffixes -- the various mocials 
-- attach primarjly to finitP bases. 12 This suggests that the outer suffixes 
are not as much a part of the string struclure as are the inner ones. If any 
part of the classical Japanese predicate was at one time serial in structure, 
then, it seems that it would have been at th12 inner, not outer layers, since 
it is these layers that are almost always non-finite, and show the typically 
serial characteristic, found 'with great cross-language consistency,' of 
'lack[ing] most grammatical trimmings of verbhood,' since they are coded 'not 
.. , as typical verbs, but rather as stripped-uown stems' (Givan 1988: 40), 
By contrast, insofar as they attached to a Fini /.t> base, the outer suffixes of 
this language did not co-lexicalize to the extent that the inner suffixes did. 
Significantly, the outer suffixes do not interact at the ideational level with 
the string to which they attach,'' filld they apply to virtually filly kind of 
precedin.'! stri1111:, regardless of its semantics. 14 
ff serial verb com,tructions tend to develop 'gradually from independent, 
finite verbal clauses, through various stages of reduced finiteness toward 
eventual full grammaticalization' (Givan 1988: 42), it is the inner suffixes 
of these derivational strings that would have followed such a course of evolu-
tion. In stun, the derivations of classical Japanese are part suffix and, in 
terms of their inflections, part verb. Inflections suggest verbal origins, 
and the morphotactics suggest that those origins were in some sense serial, 
Finall)', for an SOV language like .Japanese, a category of verb/suffix is the 
expected fillalogue to what Pawley (1973) filld Durie 11988) have called 'a conmon 
feature' of 0:-!eanic languages, 'lexical categories intennediate between verb 
filld preposition' (Durie 1988: l l, which derived from earlier, serial verbs. 
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N_Qts,s 
1. Abbreviations for granIOOtjcal items are as follows: 
ACC = accusative 
CAUS = causative, 'exc)Bctive' valency 
COND = conditional 
CONJ; = con.jecture (subjective,, evidentiall)' proximate) 
CONJ;; = conjecture (objective, evidentially distant) 
Ill = doubted identification 
FACT; = e"tablished fact (subjective, evidentiallv proximate) 
FACT,; = established fact (objective, evidentially distant) 
HYRJ = hypotaxis (marked on subordinate clause) 
ID= identification 
LOC = locative 
M1D = middle voice, 'endoactive' valency 
Qlill = quotative 
PF= perfective 
PRF = perfect 
2. For the record: ~ = \)enji monogatari; J!'.I = lse monog!!_\,;!r_i_; n, = 
Iena!!!!__nikki; KKS = KokinshG; TC = Tsutsumi chunaJl(>n monogatari; MS = Makura 
no _s6shj ; Oh" = ~_i ; TJli = To~_ll_i_lgd_; 'J_'M = I,ake!,p_l'_L _monoga t'!Q. 
3. This suffix will be relabeled as 'exoactive per·fective,' and opposed 
to an 'endoactive perfectjve' jn the section below on the two varieties of 
perfectivity. 
~. A functional reanalysis of the traditional inflectional options in 
rlassicaJ Japanese gives six (four non-finite and two finite): a pretextual 
base (mizenk_(j,, non-finite), an unmarked infinitive (ren'y6kei), a marked 
infinitive ( izenkei, which marked presupposed infonnation), an unmarked finite 
( shGshike_i l, a marked finite ( rentaik's'_t, which marked presupposed infonna-
tion), and an imperati\·e (~ireik~j_, non-finite). 
5. The distinctions marked with the subscripted 'i' and 'ii' on the 
!"'ired modals of FACJ' and CON,Jecture need not concern us here, but in each 
case. the shorter form -- marked with 'i' -- refers to the situation as being 
evidentially closer to the speaker. in space, time, or otherwise, than the 
longer fonn, which is lahPlled with 'ii.' 
6. Unless the verb is a pure stative verb of the ari 'be' class. 
7. Three points about -keri: l) it is a compound of FACT; .::!!i and the 
verb ari 'be;' 2l it differs from FACT; -!!i in tenns of )(reater Pvidential or 
epistemic distance from the speaker (rather as CONJ[ecture];; ::::r-_amu differs 
from CONJlecture]; =-~); 3) like ari and all purely stative verbs, declarahve 
uses of this suffix used its infinitive. 
8. On this point, see the discussion in Langacker 1987: 361 ff, espe-
cially p. 363. 
9. See the distinction drawn in Arnold Zwicky's paper, this volume. 
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10, This is true, to a certain extent, of what I have called 'inner' 
suffixes or operators those of valency and aspect. 
11. ln traditional terms. to the mizenkei and the ,~n'vokei. 
12. The forms that end in /u/, traditionally termed shOshikei and the 
rentaikei. 
13. In Halliday' s terms, the outer suffixes serve a mostly 'inter-
personal' function. 
1~. If a pause occurred at an:, point in these strings, we would expect 
it before one of the outer suffixes, and this would constitute evidence that 
they are not as suffixal in nature as their inner cousins. 
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